European Vitreo Retinal Society
A Certain Philosophy

Dear Friends,
I hope you are all well and keeping happy.
Our Annual Meeting is approaching fast and it is looking quite good.
We honestly did not expect such an enthusiastic and massive participation from you all.
Thank you!
We received over 200 abstracts and I regret some compromises had to be made to give everyone
a fair chance to present their work.
This in the tradition and true spirit of our Society where all are peers and all are encouraged to
come forth with their ideas and experiences.
The program is online and I hope you find it interesting and stimulating.
As you can see, there are several innovations.
You will enjoy some fine lectures from experts in their field.
A space has also been set aside for Italian Scientific Societies to present some of their work.
This is not only an act of courtesy and respect to the hosting Country but an opportunity for all
EVRS members to savour a different cultural environment as well as to make new Friends.

Another positive note comes from the our endophthalmitis study where almost 300 cases have
been contributed so far.
This will make our work one of the most significant following the original Endophthalmitis
Vitrectomy Study.
I hope all this will make you proud of your Society.
Finally, a brief reminder on practical issues.
First, as of July 15th the Congress fee will be higher.
So, if you have not taken advantage of the “early bird” registration at least try not to get caught in
the late “sleepy heads” fee.
Second, please remember Florence is a tourist magnet.
Therefore, I strongly suggest that you not only book your accommodations asap but also go online
and book whatever else you plan to do (museums, shows etc.).
All the best
Giampaolo Gini

